STUDENT OPINIONS SURVEY 2021/2022

With reference to the course in question, what percentage of classes you attended in person?

1. I did not attend/I attended less than 50% of classes [Part 2]
2. More than 50% of classes [Part 1]

Part 1

D01 Was your preliminary knowledge of the course topics sufficient for the understanding of the course?
D02 Is the workload reflected proportionately in the number of credits?
D03 Is the teaching material (as presented and made available online by the teacher) suitable for the study of the topic?
D04 Are the exam modalities clearly defined?
D05 To what extent were the schedules of classes and other training activities respected?
D06 Is the teacher able to stimulate/motivate the interest towards the subject of the course?
D07 Does the teacher explain the subject in a clear manner?
D08 Are additional activities, where available (exercises, seminars, laboratories, tutoring, etc.), useful?
D09 Is the course content consistent with the course presentation as described in the study programme published on the website?
D10 Is the teaching staff available to provide clarifications and explanations (including via e-mail, on discussion forums or using other methods)?
D11 Are you interested in the subject taught during the course?
D12 On the whole are you satisfied with this course?

Answers: Absolutely insufficient/unsuitable/unclear/ disregarded/unable/ uninterested/unsatisfied; Rather insufficient/unsuitable/unclear/ disregarded/unable/ uninterested/unsatisfied; Fairly sufficient/suitable/clear/respected/able/interested/satisfied; Absolutely sufficient/suitable/clear/respected/able/interested/satisfied. For question D08 is also possible to answer “Not applicable”.

Suggestions

S.1 - Reduce the overall course content
S.2 - Strengthen the support activities
S.3 - Provide for more basic knowledge
S.4 - Delete from the programme topics which are already contained in other courses
S.5 - Improve the coordination with the contents of other courses
S.6 - Improve the quality of the teaching material and of online teaching material
S.7 - Provide the teaching material in advance
S.8 - Organize mid-way tests/exams
S.9 - Activate evening classes
S.10 - Expand the online activities offered by the teaching staff

Comments

____________________________________________________________________________________
Part 2

Q.1 - Please state the main reason why you did not attend classes in person or only attended in part:

1) I am not a full time student (work, personal commitments, other reason)
2) I attend lectures of other courses
3) I think that attending classes is not necessary to prepare for exams
4) There are not enough seats in the classroom
5) Other reasons (impact of the pandemic, accommodation issues, etc.)

Q.2 - Indicate which of the following methods have been used by the teaching staff [multiple choice]

1) Recorded lectures
2) Lectures recorded in the academic year 2020/2021
3) Lectures live streamed on Zoom
4) Course materials (slides/notes)
5) Distance meetings between the teaching staff and groups of students to clarify the topics covered in the lectures
6) The discussion forum provided by the online platform
7) Peer tutoring groups
8) Written assignments (term papers, essays, analysis of data, etc.)
9) Other activities [specify (open field) ...........];
10) No alternative teaching methods were used
11) I did not know about alternative teaching methods

Q.3 - Indicate your degree of satisfaction with the teaching methods used by the teacher that you have experienced.

1) Recorded lectures
2) Lectures recorded in the academic year 2020/2021
3) Lectures live streamed on Zoom
4) Course materials (slides/notes)
5) The discussion forum provided by the online platform
6) Peer tutoring groups
7) Written assignments (term papers, essays, analysis of data, etc.)
8) Other activities [specify (open field) ...........];

Answer: Absolutely unsatisfied; Rather unsatisfied; Fairly satisfied; Absolutely satisfied

D01 Was your preliminary knowledge of the course topics sufficient for the understanding of the course?
D02 Is the workload reflected proportionately in the number of credits?
D03 Is the teaching material (as presented and made available online by the teacher) suitable for the study of the topic?
D04 Are the exam modalities clearly defined?
D05 To what extent were the schedules of classes and other training activities respected?
D06 Is the teacher able to stimulate/motivate the interest towards the subject of the course?
D07 Does the teacher explain the subject in a clear manner?
D08 Are additional activities, where available (exercises, seminars, laboratories, tutoring, etc.), useful?
D09 Is the course content consistent with the course presentation as described in the study programme published on the website?
D10 Is the teaching staff available to provide clarifications and explanations (including via e-mail, on discussion forums or using other methods)?
D11 Are you interested in the subject taught during the course?
D12 On the whole are you satisfied with this course?

Answers: Absolutely insufficient/unsuitable/unclear/disregarded/unable/uninterested/unsatisfied; Rather insufficient/unsuitable/unclear/disregarded/unable/uninterested/unsatisfied; Fairly sufficient/suitable/clear/respected/able/interested/satisfied; Absolutely sufficient/suitable/clear/respected/able/interested/satisfied. For question D08 is also possible to answer “Not applicable”.

Suggestions
S.1 - Reduce the overall course content
S.2 - Strengthen the support activities
S.3 - Provide for more basic knowledge
S.4 - Delete from the programme topics which are already contained in other courses
S.5 - Improve the coordination with the contents of other courses
S.6 - Improve the quality of the teaching material and of online teaching material
S.7 - Provide the teaching material in advance
S.8 - Organize mid-way tests/exams
S.9 - Activate evening classes
S.10 - Expand the online activities offered by the teaching staff

Comments

____________________________________________________________________________________